Abstract. Laser cooled ions in a trap can be strongly coupled and form crystalline states. We describe experimental studies which measure the spatial correlations of the ion crystals formed in Penning traps. Both Bragg scattering of the cooling-laser light and spatial imaging of the laser-induced ion fluorescence are used to measure these correlations. In spherical plasmas with more than 2 x lo5 ions, body-centered-cubic (bcc) crystals, the predicted bulk structure, are the only type of crystals observed. We are able to phase-lock the orientation of the ion crystals to a rotating electric-field perturbation. With this "rotating wall" technique and stroboscopic detection, images of individual ions in a Penning trap are obtained. The rotating wall technique also provides a precise control of the time-dilation shift due to the plasma rotation, which is important for Penning trap frequency standards.
INTRODUCTION
Trapped ions are a good example of a one-component plasma (OCP). An OCP consists of a single charged species immersed in a neutralizing background [I] . In an ion trap, the trapping fields provide the neutralizing background [2] . Examples of OCP's include such diverse systems as the outer crust of neutron stars [3] , electrons on the surface of liquid helium [4] , and elemental metals. The thermodynamic properties of the classical OCP of infinite spatial extent are determined by its Coulomb coupling constant [ 1 1
which is a measure of the ratio of the Coulomb potential energy of nearest neighbor ions to the kinetic energy per ion. Here, E, is the permittivity of the vacuum, e is the charge of an ion, k~ is Boltzmann's constant, T is the temperature, and aws is the Wigner-Seitz radius, defined by 4 7 r ( a w~)~/ 3 = l/n, where no is the ion density. For low temperature ions in a trap, no equals the equivalent neutralizing background density provided by the trapping fields. Plasmas with I' > 1 are called strongly coupled. The onset of fluid-like behavior is predicted [l] at r M 2, and a phase transition to a body-centered cubic (bcc) lattice is predicted [1, 5] at r M 170. From a theoretical perspective, the strongly coupled OCP has been used as a paradigm for condensed matter for decades. However, only recently has it been realized in the laboratory [6] .
Experimentally, freezing of small numbers ( N < 50) of laser-cooled atomic ions into Coulomb clusters was first observed in Paul traps . With larger numbers of trapped ions, concentric shell structures were observed directly in Penning [lo] and linear Paul [11, 12] traps. The linear Paul traps provided strong confinement in the two dimensions perpendicular to the trap axis and very weak confinement along the trap axis. This resulted in cylindrically shaped plasmas whose axial lengths are large compared to their cylindrical diameters. Cylindrical-shell crystals which are periodic with distance along the trap axis were observed. The diameter of these crystals was limited to -10aws in Ref. [11] and -3 0~~s in Ref. [12] , presumably due to rf heating [13] which is produced by the time-dependent trapping fields and increases with the plasma diameter. These plasma diameters appear to be too small to observe the 3-D periodic crystals predicted for the infinite, strongly coupled OCP. Strong coupling and crystallization have also been observed with particles interacting through a screened Coulomb potential. Examples include dusty plasma crystals [14] and colloidal suspensions [15, 16] .
In this manuscript we summarize recent progress on the study of strongly coupled ion OCP's in Penning traps. Because Penning traps use static fields to confine charged particles, there is no rf heating. This has enabled ion plasmas which are large in all three dimensions to be laser-cooled. For example, we have laser-cooled -lo6 Be+ ions in an approximately spherical plasma with diameter -200aws.
With these large ion plasmas we have used Bragg scattering of the cooling laser light t o detect the formation of bcc crystals [17, 18] , the predicted state for a bulk OCP with r > 170. In addition, we have studied the spatial correlations in planar, disk-like plasmas with axial thickness 5 10aws. These plamas consist of extended, two-dimensionally periodic lattice planes. The importance of the plasma boundary in this case results in different crystalline structures depending on the details of the plasma shape.
A potential drawback of the Penning trap versus the rf trap is that the ions rotate about the trap magnetic field, and this has previously prevented the imaging of the ion crystals as done in Paul traps. This is because the rotation, created by the E X B drift due to the radial electric and the trap magnetic fields is, in general, not stable. For example, fluctuations in the plasma density or shape produce fluctuations in the ion space charge fields which change the plasma rotation. With a technique first employed by the non-neutral plasma physics group at the University of California at San Diego [19] , we are able to phase-lock the rotation of the laser-cooled ion crystals to a rotating electric field perturbation [20, 21] . The success of this "rotating wall" technique enables us to strobe the cameras recording the ion fluorescence synchronously with the plasma rotation and obtain images of individual ions in the plasma crystals [22] . Two types of imaging detectors were used. One is a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera coupled to an electronically gateable image intensifier. The other is an imaging photomultiplier tube based on a microchannel-plate electron multiplier and a multielectrode resistive anode for position sensing. For each detected photon, the position coordinates are derived from the current pulses collected by the different electrodes attached to the resistive anode. This camera therefore provides the position and time of each detected photon. However, in order to avoid saturation, we placed up to 20 dB of attenuation in front of this camera to lower the detected photon count rate to less than -300 kHz.
In thermal equilibrium, the trapped ion plasma rotates without shear at a frequency w, where w, < w, < R -w, [24, 25] . For the low temperature work described here, the ion density is constant and given by no = 2e0mw,(R -w,)/e2. With a quadratic trapping potential the plasma has the simple shape of a spheroid, z2/z," + T'/T," = 1, where the aspect ratio a z,/T, depends on w, [23, 25] . This is because the radial binding force of the trap is determined by the Lorentz force due to the plasma's rotation through the magnetic field. Thus low w, results in a "disklike" plasma (an oblate spheroid) with large radius. As w, increases, T , shrinks and z, grows, resulting in an increasing a. However, large w, ( 
BRAGG SCATTERING BCC Crystals
An infinite OCP with I' 2 170 is predicted to form a bcc lattice. However, the bulk energies per ion of the face-centered-cubic (fcc) and hexagonal-close-packed (hcp) lattices differ very little from bcc (< [as] . Because some of the fcc and hcp planes have lower surface energies than any of the bcc planes, a boundary can have a strong effect on the preferred lattice structure. One calculation [28] estimates that the plasma may need to be 2 100aws across its smallest dimension to exhibit bulk behavior. For a spherical plasma this corresponds to -lo5 ions.
We used Bragg scattering to measure the spatial correlations of approximately spherical plasmas with N > 2 x lo5 trapped Be+ ions [17, 18] . The cooling-laser beam directed along the trap axis was used for Bragg scattering as indicated in Fig.  1 . First the plasma shape was set to be approximately spherical. (In early experiments this was done with the perpendicular laser beam; more recent experiments used the rotating wall.) The parallel laser beam was then tuned approximately half a linewidth below resonance, and a Bragg scattering pattern recorded (-1-30 s integration). The plasma was then heated and recooled, and another Bragg scattering pattern was recorded. Because the 313 nm wavelength of the cooling laser is small compared to the inter-ion separation (-10 -20 pm), Bragg scattering occurs in the forward (few degree) scattering direction. In order for a diffracted beam to form, the incident and scattered wave vectors ki and k, must differ by a reciprocal lattice vector (Laue condition) [29] . In a typical x-ray crystal diffraction case, satisfying the Laue condition for many reciprocal lattice vectors requires that the incident radiation have a continous range of wavelengths. Here the Laue condition is relaxed because of the small size of the crystal, so a crystalline Bragg scattering pattern is frequently obtained even with monochromatic radiation. transfer q =I k, -ki I= 2ksin(BSatt/2) (2 kB,,att for Bscatt << l), where k = 27r/X is the laser wave number and Oscatt is the scattering angle. The density dependence of the Bragg peak positions is removed by multiplying q by aws, which was determined from w,. The positions of the peaks agree with those calculated for a bcc lattice, within the 2.5% uncertainty of the angular calibration. They disagree by about 10% with the values calculated for an fcc lattice. The ratios of the peak positions of the first five peaks agree within about 1% with the calculated ratios for a bcc lattice. This provides strong evidence for the formation of bcc crystals in spherical plasmas with N > 2 x lo5 ions. This result is significant because it is evidence for bulk behavior in a laboratory, strongly coupled OCP. 
Rotating Wall
By strobing the camera recording the Bragg scattering pattern synchronously with the plasma rotation, we should be able to recover a dot pattern from the time-averaged concentric ring pattern in Fig. 2(a) . Initially we used the timedependence of the Bragg scattered light to sense the phase of the plasma rotation [18, 30] . More recently we used a rotating electric field perturbation to phase-lock the ion plasma rotation [20, 21] .
Consider the rotating quadrupolar perturbation shown in the inset of Fig. 1 . This z-independent perturbation produces a small distortion in the shape of the spheroidal plasma. In particular, the plasma acquires a small elliptical cross section normal to the z-axis. (In our work the distortion created by the rotating quadrupole field was typically less than 1% of the plasma diameter.) The elliptical boundary rotates at the applied rotating wall frequency w,. An ion near the plasma boundary experiences a torque due to this rotating boundary. If the ion is rotating slower than ww, the torque will speed it up. If it is rotating faster than w,, the torque will slow it down. Through viscous effects, this torque is transmitted to the plasma interior. make w, equal w,. Crystallized plasmas behave more like a solid than a liquid or gas. Because the viscosity is high, the whole plasma will tend to rotate rigidly with its boundary. In particular, the orientation of the ion crystals could phase-lock to the rotating quadrupolar perturbation if the frequency difference between w, and w, is small. To check for phase-locked control of w,, we strobed the camera recording the Bragg scattering pattern in Fig. 2(a) with the synthesizer used to generate the rotating wall signal. Specifically, once each 27r/w, period, the rotating wall signal gated the camera on for a period of time 5 O.O2(27r/w,). The resulting Laue dot pattern in Fig. 2(b) shows that the plasma rotation was phase-locked to the rotating electric-field perturbation. The dot pattern provides detailed information on the number and orientation of the crystals which contributed to the Bragg scattering signal. For example, the pattern in Fig. 2 was obtained by minimizing the excitation of zero-frequency plasma modes [26, 27] .
In addition to the rotating quadrupole perturbation, phase-locked control was also achieved with a uniform rotating electric field (a "dipole" field) [21] . In fact under many circumstances a uniform oscillating field worked equally well. In these cases the co-rotating component of the oscillating field controlled the plasma rotation while the perturbing effects due to the counter-rotating component were minimal. The simplicity of the oscillating dipole field makes it a convenient tool for controlling w,. However, in a quadratic trap, control of w, with a uniform rotating or oscillating electric field requires an effect which breaks the separation of center-of-mass and internal degrees of freedom of the plasma. In our work this is done by other-mass ions which experience a different centrifugal potential than the gBet ions.
REAL-SPACE IMAGES
Bragg scattering measures the Fourier transform of the spatial correlations of the trapped ions. It provides a picture of these correlations in reciprocal-lattice space. With phase-locked control of w,, real-space imaging of individual ions in a Penning trap becomes possible. To obtain real-space images with high resolution, we replaced the Bragg scattering optics (see Fig. 1 ) with optics, starting with an f/2 objective, which formed a real, top-view image of the ion plasma. The combined resolution limit of the optics and camera was less than 5 pm near the optimal object plane of the f/2 objective. This is less than the -10 pm resolution limit required to resolve individual ions. However, the depth of field of an f/2 objective for 10 p m resolution is -80 pm. Therefore, in order to resolve individual ions, the ions needed to reside within f 4 0 pm of the optimal object plane. For disk-like plasmas with 22, 5 80 pm, all of the ions within the plasma were resolvable. For plasmas with 22, > 80 pm, the cooling-laser beam directed perpendicularly to Bo was used to illuminate a section of the plasma within the depth of field. were able to use the rotating-dipole electric field to lower w, and obtain a single plane while maintaining long-range order in the top-view images. Figure 5 shows a top-view image of such a plasma. Near the plasma center a 2-D hexagonal lattice is observed, the preferred lattice for a 2-D system. Here each dot is the image of an individual ion. Starting with a single plane like that shown in Fig. 5 , we studied the structural phase transitions that occur as w, is increased [22] . With increasing w,, the radial confining force of the Penning trap increases, which decreases T,. At a particular point, there is a structural phase transition near the plasma center from a single, hexagonal lattice plane to two lattice planes where the ions form a square grid in each plane. Further increases in w, increase the number of ions per unit area of each plane as well as the spacing between the planes. During this process the square lattice planes smoothly change into rhombic lattice planes and eventually there is a sudden transition to hexagonal lattice planes. Further increases in w, eventually produce a structural transition to three square lattice planes, and the basic pattern repeats. The structural phases from one to five lattice planes were carefully measured [22] . Agreement with the predictions of a 2-D planar model, which is confined by a quadratic potential in 1-D, but infinite and homogeneous in the other two dimensions, is good [22, 31, 32] .
DISCUSSION
With Bragg scattering and spatial imaging, we have measured the correlations in both disk-like and spherical, strongly coupled 'Be+ ion plasmas. For finite plasmas, the disk-like geometry permits a more detailed comparison with theoretical calculations. We have measured the preferred lattice structures for up to five lattice planes in disk-like plasmas and obtain good agreement with theory. By increasing the number of planes (by adding more ions to the plasma), the transition from surface-dominated to bulk behavior in the planar geometry can be studied. Ions in a trap have been proposed as a register for a quantum computer [33] . Work in this area has focussed on a string of a few ions in a linear Paul trap [34] . A single lattice plane of ions as in Fig. 5 could provide a 2-D geometry of trapped ions for studies of quantum computing or entangled quantum states.
In spherical plasmas with more than 2 x lo5 ions, we have observed the formation of bcc crystals, the predicted state for the infinite strongly coupled OCP. The crystals occupied the inner quarter of the plasma diameter. Outside the crystal there was a complicated transition to shell structure. In this system we have not observed the thermodynamic liquid-solid phase transition predicted for the bulk OCP. Our measurements have concentrated on the correlations obtained at the coldest temperatures (therefore maximum I?) where the ion fluorescence is maxi- mum. The phase transition may take place in the present system, but we have experimentally missed detecting it, or possibly larger crystals (for example, where the number of ions in the crystal is large compared to the number of ions in the shells) may be required in order for a sharp phase transition to be exhibited.
We have observed structures for which we do not have any current theoretical understanding. Figure 6(a) shows an approximate five-fold Bragg scattering pattern that was observed a number of times under different experimental circumstances. A five-fold Bragg scattering pattern is characteristic of a quasi-crystal. However, more sets of dots would be present in a true quasi-crystalline Bragg scattering pattern. We now think that the five-fold Bragg scattering pattern of Fig. 6 (a) is due to a structure like that shown in Fig. 6(b) . Figure 6 (b) is a top-view image of a disklike plasma which consisted of four horizontal planes. Even though it is difficult to distinguish individual ions in this figure, it is possible to see that there are five distinct regions where the ions resided in vertical planes. The planes from these different regions form a five-sided structure that would produce a Bragg scattering pattern like Fig. 6(a) . (With the small crystals and forward Bragg scattering angles of this work, each set of vertical planes produces two Bragg peaks.) Once formed, this five-fold "twinning" was stable and persisted for reasons which we do not understand.
In addition to enhancing studies of Coulomb crystals, the phase-locked control of w, has improved the prospects of a microwave frequency standard based on a hyperfine-Zeeman transition of ions stored in a Penning trap. This is because the time-dilation shift due to the plasma rotation is one of the largest known systematic shifts in such a standard. Reference [35] discusses the potential frequency stability and accuracy of a microwave frequency standard based on lo6 trapped ions. For ions such as 67Zn+ and 201Hg+, fractional frequency stabilities 5 10-14/~1/2 with time-dilation shifts due to the plasma rotation of -fewx are possible. Here T is the measurement time in seconds. With phase-locked operation of the rotating wall, we think it should be possible t o stabilize and evaluate the rotational timedilation shift within 1%. Therefore the inaccuracy due to this shift would contribute a few parts in 10-l~.
